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a b s t r a c t
We investigate the complexity of preorder checking when the specification is a flat finite-
state system whereas the implementation is either a non-flat finite-state system or a
standard timed automaton. In both cases, we show that simulation checking is Exptime-
hard, and for the case of a non-flat implementation, the result holds even if there is
no synchronization between the parallel components and their alphabets of actions are
pairwise disjoint. Moreover, we show that the considered problems become Pspace-
complete when the specification is assumed to be deterministic. Additionally, we establish
that comparing a synchronous non-flat system with no hiding and a flat system is Pspace-
hard for any relation between trace containment and bisimulation equivalence, even if the
flat system is assumed to be fixed.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Onepopular approach to formal verification of reactive systems is equivalence/preorder checking between a specification
and an implementation which formally describe at a different level of abstraction a given system. This scenario may arise
either because the design is being carried out in an incremental fashion, or because the system is too complex and an
abstraction needs to be used to verify its properties. In this context, the verification problem is mathematically formulated
as a question whether a behavioral equivalence or preorder holds between the labeled state-transition graphs of the
specification and the implementation. Decidability and complexity issues for equivalence/preorder checking have been
addressed for various computational models of reactive systems (see [10] for a survey of the existing results for infinite-
state systems). Moreover, many notions of equivalences or preorders have been investigated, which turn out to be useful
for specific aims. Van Glabbeek [21] classified such equivalences/preorders in a hierarchy, where bisimulation equivalence
is the finest and trace containment is the coarsest.
Non-flat finite-state systems. Finite-state systems are a natural and a primary target in formal verification. When the
systems are given as explicit (flat) state-transition graphs, then many relevant verification problems are tractable. For
example, simulation-preorder checking and bisimulation-equivalence checking are Ptime-complete [2,15]. However, in a
concurrent setting, the system under consideration is typically the parallel composition of many components (we call such
systems non-flat systems). As a consequence, the size of the global state-transition graph is usually exponential in the size of
the system presentation. This phenomenon is known as ‘state explosion’, and coping with this problem is one of the most
important issues in computer-aided verification. From a theoretical point of view, the goal is to understand better which
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verification problems have to face state explosion in an intrinsic way and which special manner of combining subsystems
could avoid state explosion.
Different models of non-flat systems have been investigated. The simplest one is the fully asynchronous model
(synchronization-free non-flat systems), where at each step exactly one component performs a transition [20,13]. For more
complex models, the components can communicate by shared actions (or by access to shared variables), and, additionally,
actions may be ‘hidden’ (i.e., replaced by some special action) after the parallel composition [7,12,14]. For synchronization-
free non-flat systems, some problems in equivalence/preorder checking are still tractable. In particular, Groote and Moller
[5] have shown that if the alphabets of actions of the components are assumed to be pairwise disjoint, then checking
bisimulation equivalence (and other equivalences which satisfy a certain set of axioms) is Ptime-complete. Moreover,
for these systems and also for basic synchronous non-flat systems with no hiding (where the components are forced to
synchronize on shared actions), checking trace containment/equivalence has the same complexity as for flat systems, i.e. it
is Pspace-complete [17,20]. Simulation-preorder checking and bisimulation-equivalence checking for synchronous non-flat
systems (with or without hiding) are hard, since they are Exptime-complete [9,4,11,16]. Checking whether a synchronous
non-flat system (where the communication is allowed by access to shared variables) is simulated by a flat system remains
Exptime-hard [4]. Moreover, Rabinovich [14] has shown that preorder/equivalence checking between a synchronous non-
flat systemwith hiding and a flat system is Pspace-hard for any relation between trace containment and bisimulation. More
recently, Muscholl and Walukiewicz [13] have obtained a surprising result: checking whether a deterministic flat system is
simulated by a synchronization-free non-flat system whose components are deterministic remains Exptime-hard. The exact
complexity for the converse direction, i.e., whether a synchronization-free non-flat system is simulated by a flat system is
open.
Timed automata. Timed automata (TA) introduced by Alur and Dill [1] are a widely accepted formalism to model
the behavior of real-time systems. Equivalence/preorder checking for this infinite-state computational model has been
addressed in many papers. Timed language containment/equivalence is undecidable [1]. Timed bisimulation and timed
simulation have been shown to be decidable and in Exptime in [19] and [18], respectively; matching lower bounds have
been given in [11]. Time-abstract simulation and time-abstract bisimulation have been considered in [6] and are in Exptime.
Our contribution. We investigate the complexity of preorder checking when the specification is a flat system and the
implementation is either a timed automaton or a non-flat system. Note that the considered setting is relevant since the
specification is more abstract than the implementation, and, thus, it is usually described by a simple formalism. The results
obtained are as follows:
• Checkingwhether a timed automaton is time-abstract simulated by a flat system is Exptime-hard, even if the specification
(the flat system) is assumed to be fixed.
• Checking whether a synchronization-free non-flat system is simulated by a flat system is Exptime-hard even if the
components of the implementation are assumed to be deterministic and with pairwise disjoint alphabets of actions.
• The two problems above are Pspace-hard if the specification is deterministic.
• Comparing a synchronous non-flat system with no hiding and a flat system is Pspace-hard for any relation lying in
between trace containment and bisimilarity, even if the flat system is assumed to be fixed and deterministic and the
components of the non-flat system are assumed to be deterministic.
Our first result in a sense improves the Exptime-hardness result for timed simulation between timed automata, by
showing that checking timed-abstract simulation remains Exptime-hard even if one of the compared TA is replaced by a
flat (finite-state) system. Regarding our second and third results, they imply that refinement checking of non-flat systems
is intractable even for the simplest model (action-based parallel compositions of deterministic components with pairwise
disjoint alphabets) and even if the specification is flat (note that for deterministic specifications, simulation preorder and
trace containment are equivalent notions). Finally, our fourth result significantly strengthens the Pspace-hardness result of
Rabinovich [14] in which hiding is involved.
It is interesting to observe that our second result is surprising for the following reasons: if the alphabets of the components
are assumed to be pairwise disjoint, then bisimulation checking between non-flat systems is in Ptime [5], and simulation
checking between a flat implementation and a non-flat specification (i.e., whether a flat system is simulated by a non-flat
system) is in Ptime as well [13].1
Note that the lower bounds for the first three problems are optimal since they match well-known upper bounds in the
literature (see Section 2).
2. Preliminaries
Labeled transition systems and simulation preorder. A labeled transition system (LTS) over a (possibly infinite) set of
actions Act is a tuple G = ⟨Act, S, s0,∆⟩, where S is a (possibly infinite) set of states, s0 ∈ S is a designated initial state, and
1 In [13], membership in Ptime is shown for the case in which the components of the specification and the implementations are assumed to be
deterministic. However, the proof can be easily extended to the case in which this requirement is relaxed.
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∆ ⊆ S × Act × S is a transition relation. A transition (s, a, s′) ∈ ∆ is denoted by s a−→ s′. We say that G is deterministic if for
all s ∈ S and a ∈ Act , there is at most one transition of the form s a−→ s′ for some state s′. The set of traces of G, Tr(G), is the
set of finite words a1, . . . , an over Act such that there is a path in G from the initial state of the form s0
a1−→ s1 . . . sn−1 an−→ sn.
An Act-labeled tree is an unordered finite or infinite tree whose edges are labeled by actions in Act . Note that an Act-
labeled tree is a particular LTS over Act whose initial state is the root. For a LTS G over Act and a state s of G, the unwinding
of G from s, written Unw(G, s), is the Act-labeled tree defined in the usual way.
Given two LTS G1 = ⟨Act1, S1, s01,∆1⟩ and G2 = ⟨Act2, S2, s02,∆2⟩, a simulation from G1 to G2 is a relationR ⊆ S1 × S2
satisfying the following for all (s1, s2) ∈ R: if s1 a−→ s′1 ∈ ∆1 for some state s′1 ∈ S1 and a ∈ Act1, then there is some state
s′2 ∈ S2 so that s2 a−→ s′2 ∈ ∆2 and (s′1, s′2) ∈ R. If, additionally, the inverse ofR is a simulation from G2 to G1, then we say
that R is a bisimulation from G1 to G2. Given states s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2, we say that s1 is simulated by s2 (resp., s1 and s2
are bisimilar) if there is a simulation (resp., bisimulation)R from G1 to G2 such that (s1, s2) ∈ R. The simulation preorder≼
(resp., the bisimulation equivalence ∼bi) is the binary relation over LTS defined as: G1 ≼ G2 (resp., G1 ∼bi G2) iff the initial
state s01 of G1 is simulated by the initial state s
0
2 of G2 (resp., s
0
1 and s
0
2 are bisimilar). Moreover, the trace containment preorder
⊑tr is defined as: G1 ⊑tr G2 iff Tr(G1) ⊆ Tr(G2). Note that for eachE ∈ {∼bi,≼,⊑tr}, G1 EG2 iff Unw(G1, s01)EUnw(G2, s02).
Remark 1. For all LTS G1 and G2 such that G2 is deterministic, G1 ≼ G2 iff G1 ⊑tr G2.
Simulation games. It is usual to give a game-theoretic interpretation of the above binary relations between LTS. In
particular, for the simulation preorder, given two LTS G1 = ⟨Act1, S1, s01,∆1⟩ and G2 = ⟨Act2, S2, s02,∆2⟩, the simulation
game over (G1,G2) is a game played by two players, called Attacker and Defender. Positions in the game consist of pairs
(s1, s2) such that s1 is a state of G1 and s2 is a state of G2, and the game is played in rounds. In a round starting in position
(s1, s2), Attacker performs a move by selecting (if any) a transition of G1 from s1, say s1
a−→ s′1. Then, Defender replies by
choosing a matching move (if any), i.e. a transition of G2 from s2 of the form s2
a−→ s′2. The play then continues by the next
round from position (s′1, s
′
2). If one of the players gets stuck, he loses and the other player wins. Moreover, Defender wins
if the play is infinite. For all s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2, it holds that s1 is simulated by s2 if and only if the game position (s1, s2)
is winning for Defender (i.e., Defender has a strategy St such that each play from (s1, s2) consistent with St is winning for
Defender). Hence, G1 ≼ G2 if and only if the initial game position (s01, s02) is winning for Defender.
Flat and Non-flat systems. A flat system (FS) is an LTS A = ⟨Act,Q , q0,∆⟩ such that Act and the set of states Q are both
finite. The size ofA is |A| = |Q | + |∆|.
A synchronization-free Non-Flat System (NFS) is a tuple S = ⟨A1, . . . ,Ak⟩SF such that each component Ai = ⟨Acti,Qi,
q0i ,∆i⟩ is a FS. S induces the FS [[S]] given by
[[S]] =

i=k
i=1
Acti,Q1 × · · · × Qk, (q01, . . . , q0k),∆SF

where∆SF is defined as follows: ((q1, . . . , qk), a, (q′1, . . . , q
′
k)) ∈ ∆SF iff for some i, (qi, a, q′i) ∈ ∆i and for all j ≠ i, we have
q′j = qj.
We also consider synchronous NFS S = ⟨A1, . . . ,Ak⟩, where the components Ai = ⟨Acti,Qi, q0i ,∆i⟩ communicate by
synchronization on common actions. Formally, S induces the FS given by
[[S]] =

i=k
i=1
Acti,Q1 × · · · × Qk, (q01, . . . , q0k),∆

where∆ is defined as: ((q1, . . . , qk), a, (q′1, . . . , q
′
k)) ∈ ∆ iff for each i, (qi, a, q′i) ∈ ∆i if a ∈ Acti, and q′i = qi otherwise. Note
that all the componentsAi with a ∈ Acti must perform a transition labeled by a. Moreover, note that if distinct components
have no actions in common, then [[⟨A1, . . . ,Ak⟩]] = [[⟨A1, . . . ,Ak⟩SF ]]. The size of S is |S| =∑i=ni=1 |Ai|.
Timed automata. LetR≥0 be the set of non-negative reals. Fix a finite set of clock variables X . The set C(X) of clock constraints
(over X) is the set of Boolean combinations of formulas of the form x ≤ c or x < c , where x ∈ X , and c is a natural number.
A (clock) valuation (over X) is a function v : X → R≥0 that maps every clock to a non-negative real number. Whether a
valuation v satisfies a clock constraint g ∈ C(X), denoted v |= g , is defined in a natural way. For t ∈ R≥0, the valuation v+ t
is defined as (v+ t)(x) = v(x)+ t for all x ∈ X . For Y ⊆ X , the valuation v[Y := 0] is defined as (v[Y := 0])(x) = 0 if x ∈ Y
and (v[Y := 0])(x) = v(x) otherwise.
Definition 1 ([1]). A timed automaton (TA) is a tuple T = ⟨Act, X,Q , q0, v0, ρ⟩, where Act is a finite set of actions, Q is
a finite set of locations, q0 ∈ Q is the initial location, v0 is the initial valuation such that v0(x) ∈ N for all x ∈ X , and
ρ ⊆ Q × Act × C(X)× 2X × Q is a finite transition relation.
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The TA T induces an infinite-state LTS [[T ]] = ⟨R≥0 × Act, S, s0,∆⟩ over R≥0 × Act , where S is the set of pairs (q, v)
such that q ∈ Q and v is a clock valuation, s0 = (q0, v0), and ∆ is defined as follows: (q, v) (t,a)−−→ (q′, v′) ∈ ∆ iff there is a
transition (q, a, g, Y , q′) ∈ ρ such that v + t |= g and v′ = (v + t)[Y := 0].
The abstract LTS associatedwith T is [[T ]]abs = ⟨Act, S, s0,∆abs⟩, where (q, v) a−→ (q′, v′) ∈ ∆abs iff (q, v) (t,a)−−→ (q′, v′) ∈
∆ for some t ≥ 0 (we say that t is a timestamp associated with the transition (q, v) a−→ (q′, v′)). We say that T is strongly
timed-deterministic if [[T ]]abs is deterministic and for each (q, v) a−→ (q′, v′) ∈ ∆abs, there is exactly one timestamp t such
that (q, v)
(t,a)−−→ (q′, v′) ∈ ∆. In the following for state of T , we mean a state of [[T ]]abs.
Investigated problems. We consider the following decision problems:
Problem 1: given a TA T and a FSB, does [[T ]]abs ≼ B hold?
Problem 2: given a synchronization-free NFS S and a FSB, does [[S]] ≼ B hold?
Problem 3(E): given a synchronous NFS S and a FSB, does [[S]] EB hold?
where E is a fixed binary relation on LTS. We also consider the deterministic versions of Problems 1 and 2, where the FS B
above is assumed to be deterministic.
Theorem 1. Problem 1 is in Exptime, while its deterministic version is in Pspace.
Proof. Given two TA T1 and T2, checking whether [[T1]]abs ≼ [[T2]]abs is known to be in Exptime [6]. Since a FS is a TAwhose
set of clock variables is empty, membership in Exptime of Problem 1 follows. Now, let us consider the deterministic version
of Problem 1. Let T be a TA andD be a deterministic FS. By Remark 1, [[T ]]abs ≼ D iff Tr([[T ]]abs) ⊆ Tr(D). By [1], one can
construct a FSAT (region automaton) of size singly exponential in the size of T such that Tr(AT ) = Tr([[T ]]abs). Moreover,
since the FSD is deterministic, one can trivially construct in linear-time a standard finite-state automatonDc (over finite
words) such that the language L(Dc) accepted by Dc satisfies L(Dc) = Act∗ \ Tr(D). It follows that [[T ]]abs ≼ D iff
Tr(AT ) ∩ L(Dc) = ∅. Note that AT corresponds to a standard finite-state automaton where all the states are accepting
and whose accepted language is Tr(AT ). Thus, since AT can be constructed on-the-fly [1] and checking emptiness of the
intersection of the languages accepted by two (nondeterministic) finite-state automata is in Nlogspace [8], membership in
Pspace of the deterministic version of Problem 1 follows, which concludes the proof. 
Theorem 2. Problem 2 is in Exptime, while its deterministic version is in Pspace.
Proof. Let S be a synchronization-free NFS and B be a FS. By [2], checking whether for the FS [[S]] and B, [[S]] ≼ B
can be done in time polynomial in the sizes of [[S]] and B. Since the size of the FS [[S]] is singly exponential in the size
of S, membership in Exptime of Problem 2 follows. Now, let us assume that B is deterministic. By Remark 1, [[S]] ≼ B iff
Tr([[S]]) ⊆ Tr(B). Moreover, one can trivially construct in linear-time (in the size ofB) a standard finite-state automatonBc
such that the languageL(Bc) accepted byBc satisfiesL(Bc) = Act∗\Tr(B). Hence, [[S]] ≼ B iff Tr([[S]])∩L(Bc) = ∅. Note
that [[S]] corresponds to a standard finite-state automatonwhere all the states are accepting andwhose accepted language is
Tr([[S]]). Thus, since [[S]] can be constructed on-the-fly and checking emptiness of the intersection of the languages accepted
by two (nondeterministic) finite-state automata is in Nlogspace [8], membership in Pspace of the deterministic version of
Problem 2 follows, which concludes the proof. 
In the rest of this paper, we provide lower bounds for Problems 1 and 2 (and their deterministic versions) which match
the upper bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 respectively. Moreover, we show that Problem 3 (E) is Pspace-hard for any binary
relation E lying in between trace containment and bisimulation equivalence.
3. Exptime-hardness of Problems 1 and 2
In this section, we show that Problems 1 and 2 are both Exptime-hard by polynomial-time reductions from the
acceptance problem for linearly-bounded alternating Turing Machines (TM) with a binary branching degree, which is
Exptime-complete [3].
In the rest of this section, we fix such a TM machineM = ⟨A,Q = Q∀ ∪ Q∃ ∪ {qacc, qrej}, q0, δ⟩, where A is the input
alphabet, Q∃ (resp., Q∀) is the set of existential (resp., universal) states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, qacc /∈ Q∀ ∪ Q∃ is the
(terminal) accepting state, qrej /∈ Q∀ ∪ Q∃ is the (terminal) rejecting state, and δ : (Q∀ ∪ Q∃)× A → (Q × A× {+1,−1})×
(Q × A× {+1,−1}) is the transition function. In each non-terminal step (i.e., the current state is in Q∀ ∪ Q∃),M overwrites
the tape cell being scanned, and the tape head moves one position to the left (−1) or right (+1). Moreover, we fix an input
α ∈ A∗ such that |α| > 1 and consider the parameter n = |α|.
SinceM is linearly bounded, we can assume thatM uses exactly n tape cells when started on the input α. Hence, a TM
configuration (ofM over α) is a word C = β1 · (a, q) · β2 ∈ A∗ · (A × Q ) · A∗ of length exactly n denoting that the tape
content is β1 · a · β2, the current state is q, and the tape head is at position |β1| + 1. The initial configuration Cα is given by
(α(1), q0), α(2), . . . , α(n). A good configuration is a configuration reachable from Cα . For a non-terminal good configuration
C = β1 · (a, q) ·β2 (i.e., such that q ∈ Q∀∪Q∃), succL(C) (resp., succR(C)) denotes the TM successor of C obtained by choosing
the left (resp., right) triple in δ(q, a).
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Remark 2. We can make the following assumptions, which are standard (see [3]).
(1) Cα is non-terminal and when started on Cα , no matter what are the universal and existential choices,M always halts by
reaching a terminal configuration C , i.e. such that the associated state, denoted by q(C), is in {qacc, qrej}.
(2) A has cardinality 2.
(3) The existential and universal configurations regularly alternate. Formally, for each good TM configuration C , if C is
existential, that is q(C) ∈ Q∃ (resp., universal, that is q(C) ∈ Q∀), then each successor of C is either terminal or universal
(resp., either terminal or existential).
It is convenient to define the notion of acceptance ofM as follows. For each q ∈ Q , define Val(q) = 1 if q = qacc , and
Val(q) = 0 otherwise. For a good TM configuration C , the computation tree TC ofM from C is a binary tree whose nodes
are labeled by TM configurations and such that the root is labeled by C , the leaves are labeled by terminal configurations,
and each internal node labeled by C ′ has two children corresponding to succL(C ′) and succR(C ′). By Remark 2(1), TC is finite.
Then, the Boolean value Val(C) ∈ {0, 1} of the good TM configuration C is defined by induction on the height of TC as
follows. If C is terminal, then Val(C) = Val(q(C)). Otherwise, Val(C) = Val(succL(C)) ∨ Val(succR(C)) if C is existential,
and Val(C) = Val(succL(C)) ∧ Val(succR(C)) otherwise.M accepts α iff Val(Cα) = 1.
In the following, we need additional notation. For all b ∈ {0, 1} and type ∈ {∃,∀}, let Choicestype,b be the non-empty finite
set of pairs (bL, bR) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1} such that bL ∨ bR = b if type = ∃, and bL ∧ bR = b otherwise. For a non-terminal TM
configuration C , let Type(C) = ∃ if C is existential, and Type(C) = ∀ otherwise. For each type ∈ {∃,∀}, define dual(type) = ∃
if type = ∀, and dual(type) = ∀ otherwise. Finally, for all q ∈ Q∀ ∪ Q∃ and a ∈ Act , we denote by δL(q, a) (resp., δR(q, a)) the
left (resp., the right) triple in δ(q, a).
3.1. Exptime-hardness of Problem 1
Let Act be the set of actions given by
Act = A ∪ {λ0, λ1, 0, 1,#, L, R}.
By Remark 2(2), Act consists just of 9 symbols. In the rest of this subsection, we prove the following.
Theorem 3. One can construct in logarithmic space (in the sizes of M and α) a strongly timed-deterministic TA Tem and a
nondeterministic FS A over Act such thatM accepts α iff [[T ]]abs ≼ A. Moreover, A depends only on the set Act (hence, |A| is
independent on the sizes ofM and α).
Hence, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. For a TA T and a nondeterministic FSA, checking whether [[T ]]abs ≼ A is Exptime-hard even if the specification
A is assumed to be fixed and T is assumed to be strongly timed-deterministic.
Description of the construction of Theorem 3. We fix an ordering {a1, . . . , aK } of the elements in A, and for each ai, the
position i ∈ {1, . . . , K} of ai in the fixed ordering is denoted by τ(ai).2 First, we informally illustrate the construction of
the strongly timed-deterministic TA Tem and nondeterministic FS A of Theorem 3. Essentially, Tem faithfully emulates the
evolution of the TMmachineM (i.e., the unwinding of [[Tem]]abs from the initial state is a natural encoding of the computation
tree ofM from Cα), whileA suitably and abstractly encodes the notion of acceptance of an alternating Turing machine over
the set of actions A for a given input word. The TA Tem uses n+ 1 clocks x0, x1, . . . , xn in order to ensure a correct emulation
of the evolution ofM. Clocks x1, . . . , xn are used to store information about the tape content of the current TM configuration
C . The TA Tem keeps track in the current location of the remaining information about C (i.e., the pair state/tape head position
in C). More precisely, for a TM configuration C , the tape content of C , say a1, . . . , an, is encoded by the clock valuation over
{x0, x1, . . . , xn}, written vC , given by
vC (x0) = 0 and vC (xj) = (n− j)K + K − τ(aj) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Then, C is encoded by the Tem-state, written s(main, C) and calledmain state associated with C , given by ((main, q(C), i), vC ),
where i is the tape head position in C . The initial state of Tem is the main state associated with Cα , and the initial state
of A is the main-A state (Type(Cα), 1).3 Hence, the initial position of the simulation game over ([[Tem]]abs,A) is given by
(((main, q0, 1), vCα ), (Type(Cα), 1)). Assume now that for some good TM configuration C , b ∈ {0, 1}, and type ∈ {∃,∀} such
that type = Type(C) if C is non-terminal, the (simulation) game is in themain position pmain = (s(main, C), (type, b)), where
s(main, C) = ((main, q(C), i), vC ). Then, the construction ensures that position pmain is winning for Defender if and only if
b = Val(C). This is implemented as follows. We distinguish two cases:
C is terminal: there is a uniquemove of Attacker fromposition pmain, and thismove generates the action Val(q(C)). Defender
can reply with amatchingmove iff b = Val(q(C)). Thematchingmove of Defender leads to a positionwhere Attacker has no
2 By Remark 2, we can assume that K = 2. Anyway, this is irrelevant in the construction which follows.
3 Recall that Cα is non-terminal.
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available moves (hence, this position is winning for Defender). Hence, position pmain is winning for Defender iff b = Val(C)
(since C is terminal, Val(C) = Val(q(C))).
C is non-terminal: a step of the TMmachine from the good non-terminal TM configuration C is emulated in 2+3n rounds:
the first two rounds emulate the (existential or universal) choice of the next TM configuration, while the last 3n rounds
emulate the updating of the TM configuration. Let CL = succL(C) and CR = succR(C). Since C is non-terminal, by hypothesis,
type = Type(C).
Rounds 1–2 (emulation of the TM choice from the game position pmain): in the first round, there is a unique move for
Attacker. This move generates the action # and has duration 0.4 Defender nondeterministically replies by choosing a pair
(bL, bR) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b and performing the associated matching move.5 Intuitively, bL (resp., bR) represents the guessed
Boolean value of CL (resp., CR), and there is a correct guess iff b is the Boolean value of C (i.e., b = Val(C)). The resulting
position is pchoice = ((choice, q(C), i), vC ), (dual(Type(C)), bL, bR)). From position pchoice, there are two moves for Attacker
(which intuitively emulate the two TM possible choices from configuration C), and each of them has duration 0: one
generates the action L and the other one generates the action R. Then, for each dir ∈ {L, R}, Defender deterministically
replies to Attacker’s dir-move, and the resulting position is pdir = ((ldir , vC ), (dual(Type(C)), bdir)), where the Tem-location
ldir keeps track of (q(C), i) and dir .
Updating of the tape content from game position pdir in 3n rounds. During this phase, at each round, there is a unique
move for Attacker, and Defender deterministically replies with a matching move in such a way that the A-portion of
the game position is unchanged, i.e. remains (dual(Type(C)), bdir). Moreover, the word on Act generated in this phase is
λ0, a′1, λ1, . . . , λ0, a′n, λ1, where a
′
1, . . . , a
′
n is the tape content of the dir-successor Cdir of C , and at the end of this phase,
the resulting game position is (s(main, Cdir), (dual(Type(C)), bdir)), where s(main, Cdir) is the main state of Tem associated
with the next TM configuration Cdir . This is implemented as follows. At each round in this phase, the current Tem-location
keeps track in particular of dir , (q(C), i), the position h of the Cdir -cell whose content has to be generated next, and whether
λ0 (resp., λ1, resp., an action in A) has to be generated. The additional clock x0 is reset on generating the special action λ1
(and only in this circumstance). On generating the special action λ0, we require (x0 = 0) to hold, on generating a ∈ A,
we require (x0 = τ(a)) to hold, and on generating λ1, we require (x0 = K) to hold. This ensures that the durations of
the consecutive three Attacker’s moves at which λ0, a, λ1 is generated are 0, τ(a), and K − τ(a), respectively. Hence, the
overall duration of thesemoves is exactly K (independent on the specific action a ∈ A). Moreover, the overall duration of the
sequence of the 3n Attacker’s moves in this phase is exactly nK . Furthermore, when the content of the hth cell of the next TM
configuration has to be generated (1 ≤ h ≤ n), clock xh is reset (and only in this circumstance). Recall that at the beginning
of this phase, the clock valuation is vC , i.e. x0 is 0, and xj is (n− j)K + K − τ(aj) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Thus, the above behavior
ensures that when the special action λ0 associated with the jth cell content of Cdir has to be generated, the following holds:
the value of clock xj is exactly nK−τ(aj). Thus, Attacker will time-deterministicallymove, by ‘‘selecting’’ the unique enabled
Tem-transition whose action is λ0 and whose clock constraint is x0 = 0 ∧ xj = nK − τ(aj), to a Tem-location of the form
p = (j, (q(C), i), aj, dir, . . .). At this point, Attacker has all the information to determine the content a′j of the jth cell of Cdir :
a′j = aj if i ≠ j, and a′j is the A-component in δdir(q, ai) otherwise. Moreover, note that when j = i, Attacker can determine
the pair state/tape head position in Cdir by using δdir(q, ai). Therefore, in the next round, Attacker will perform the move
corresponding to the unique Tem-transition from location p, which is of the form (p, a′j, x0 = τ(a′j), {xj}, p′). Finally, note the
above behavior ensures that when the last round in the current phase is completed, the clock valuation is exactly vCdir .
Thus, if C in non-terminal, then for any strategy St of Defender from themain position pmain = (s(main, C), (Type(C), b)),
there are bL, bR ∈ {0, 1} such that: (1) (bL, bR) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b, and (2) the position reached after 3n + 2-rounds along
a play from pmain consistent with strategy St is the main position pmain,dir = (s(main, Cdir), (dual(Type(C)), bdir)) for some
dir ∈ {L, R}. By Remark 2(3), dual(Type(C)) = Type(Cdir) if Cdir is non-terminal. Thus, by Remark 2(1), we can assume
(induction hypothesis) that position pmain,dir is winning for Defender iff bdir = Val(Cdir). It follows that Defender has a
winning strategy from position pmain iff (Val(CL), Val(CR)) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b iff b = Val(C).
Formal definition of Tem andA. Formally, the strongly timed-deterministic TA
Tem = ⟨Act, Xem = {x0, x1, . . . , xn}, Pem, (main, q0, 1), vCα ,∆em⟩
is defined as follows. The set of locations is Pem = {pfin} ∪ Pconf ∪ Pmain ∪ Pchoice, where pfin has no outgoing transitions,
Pmain = {main} × Q × {1, . . . , n}, Pchoice = {choice} × Q × {1, . . . , n}, and Pconf consists of locations of the form
(h, j, (q, i), a⊥, dir, pair⊥), where 1 ≤ h ≤ 3, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, q ∈ Q , a⊥ ∈ {⊥} ∪ A (⊥ is for undefined), dir ∈ {L, R},
and pair⊥ ∈ (Q × {1, . . . , n}) ∪ {⊥} such that a⊥ = ⊥ if h ≠ 2. Intuitively, from location (h, j, (q, i), a⊥, dir, pair⊥), Tem
generates λ0 if h = 1, λ1 if h = 3, and the jth cell content of the dir-successor succdir(C) of the current TM configuration
C if h = 2. Moreover, the intended meaning of (q, i), a⊥, and pair⊥ is as follows: (q, i) is the pair state/tape head position
in C , a⊥ is the content of the jth cell of C if h = 2, and pair⊥ is the pair state/tape head position in succdir(C) if j ≥ i, and
pair⊥ = ⊥ otherwise.
4 for each t ≥ 0, we say that a move of Attacker has duration t if the associated transition in [[Tem]]abs has a unique timestamp which is t .
5 This is the unique round in which the behavior of Defender is nondeterministic.
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The transition relation ∆em is defined as follows. For a transition (p, a, g, {y1, . . . , yh}, p′), we use the notation
p
a,g,reset(y1),...,reset(yh)−−−−−−−−−−−−−− p′.
1. Transitions from main locations (main, q, i) ∈ Pmain:
• q /∈ {qacc, qrej}: (main, q, i)
#, x0=0−−−−− (choice, q, i)
• q ∈ {qacc, qrej}: (main, q, i)
Val(q), x0=0−−−−−−− pfin.
2. Transitions from choice locations (choice, q, i) ∈ Pchoice:
• (choice, q, i) dir, x0=0−−−−− (1, 1, (q, i),⊥, dir,⊥) for each dir ∈ {L, R}.
3. Transitions to generate the next TM configuration from locations in Pconf : for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, q ∈ Q , dir ∈ {L, R}, a ∈ A, and
pair⊥ ∈ (Q × {1, . . . , n}) ∪ {⊥},
• (1, j, (q, i),⊥, dir, pair⊥)
λ0,(x0=0∧ xj=n·K−τ(a))−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (2, j, (q, i), a, dir, pair⊥)
• (2, j, (q, i), a, dir, pair⊥)
a′,x0=τ(a′),reset(xj)−−−−−−−−−−− (3, j, (q, i),⊥, dir, pair ′⊥)
– either i = j, δdir(q, a) = (qdir , a′, θdir), and pair ′⊥ = (qdir , i+ θdir), or i ≠ j, a′ = a, and pair ′⊥ = pair⊥.
• j < n: (3, j, (q, i),⊥, dir, pair⊥)
λ1,x0=K ,reset(x0)−−−−−−−−−− (1, j+ 1, (q, i),⊥, dir, pair⊥)
• j = n and pair⊥ ≠ ⊥: (3, j, (q, i),⊥, dir, pair⊥)
λ1,x0=K ,reset(x0)−−−−−−−−−− (main, pair⊥).
For a TM configuration C and f ∈ {choice, L, R}, let s(f , C) be the Tem-state obtained from s(main, C) = ((main, q, i), vC ) as
follows: s(f , C) = ((f , q, i), vC ) if f = choice, and s(f , C)= ((1, 1, (q, i),⊥, dir,⊥), vC ) if f = dir for some dir ∈ {L, R}. By
construction, the following holds.
Lemma 1. Let C be a good TM configuration. Then, [[Tem]]abs satisfies the following:
(1) C is terminal: there is a unique [[Tem]]abs-transition from the main state s(main, C). Moreover, this transition is labeled by
Val(C) and leads to a state with no successors.
(2) C is non-terminal: there is a unique [[Tem]]abs-transition from s(main, C), and this transition is labeled by # and leads to state
s(choice, C). Moreover, state s(choice, C) has exactly two outgoing transitions, one is labeled by L and leads to state s(L, C),
and the other one is labeled by R and leads to state s(R, C). Furthermore, for each dir ∈ {L, R}, there is a unique path πdir in
[[Tem]]abs from s(dir, C) of length 3n, and the following holds: (i) the path is labeled by actions in A∪ {λ0, λ1} and leads to the
main state s(main, succdir(C)), and (2) each path from s(dir, C) of length less or equal to 3n is a prefix of πdir .
The nondeterministic FS A is ⟨Act, {∃,∀} × {0, 1} ∪ {∃,∀} × {0, 1} × {0, 1}, (Type(Cα), 1),∆⟩, where ∆ consists of the
following transitions: for all type ∈ {∃,∀} and b, bL, bR ∈ {0, 1},
• (type, b) a−→ (type, b) for each a ∈ A ∪ {λ0, λ1} and (type, b) b−→ (type, b);
• (type, b) #−→ (dual(type), bL, bR) if (bL, bR) ∈ Choicestype,b;
• (type, bL, bR) L−→ (type, bL) and (type, bL, bR) R−→ (type, bR).
Correctness of the construction. Note thatA depends only on the set of actions Act , and Tem is strongly timed-deterministic
and can be built in logarithmic space in the sizes ofM and α. SinceM accepts α iff Val(Cα) = 1, the initial state of [[Tem]]abs
is s(main, Cα) and the initial state ofA is (Type(Cα), 1), Theorem 3 directly follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 2 (Correctness). Let C be a good TM configuration, b ∈ {0, 1}, and type ∈ {∃,∀} such that type = Type(C) if C is
non-terminal. Then, the main position pC,b = (s(main, C), (type, b)) in the simulation game over ([[Tem]]abs,A) is winning for
Defender if and only if b = Val(C).
Proof. If C is terminal, then the result easily follows from Property 1 of Lemma 1 and definition ofA. Now, assume that C
is non-terminal. By hypothesis, type = Type(C). Let CL = succL(C) and CR = succR(C). Then, by Property 2 of Lemma 1
and definition of A, it easily follows that the main position pC,b = (s(main, C), (Type(C), b)) is winning for Defender
iff there is (bL, bR) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b such that the main positions given by pCL,bL = (s(main, CL), (dual(Type(C)), bL))
and pCR,bR = (s(main, CR), (dual(Type(C)), bR)) are both winning for Defender. By Remark 2(3), for each dir ∈ {L, R},
dual(Type(C)) = Type(Cdir) if Cdir is non-terminal. Thus, by Remark 2(1), we can assume (induction hypothesis) that the
result holds for the main positions pCL,bL and pCR,bR . It follows that pC,b is winning for Defender iff (Val(CL), Val(CR)) ∈
ChoicesType(C),b iff b = Val(C), which concludes the proof. 
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3.2. Exptime-hardness of Problem 2
Let Act be the set of actions given by
Act = ({w, r} × {1,1, . . . , n,n} × A) ∪ {0, 1,#, L, R}.
In the rest of this subsection, we prove the following result.
Theorem 4. One can construct in logarithmic space in the sizes ofM and α a synchronization-free NFS SSF (whose components
are deterministic and with pairwise disjoint alphabets of actions) and a nondeterministic FS B over Act such thatM accepts α
iff [[SSF ]] ≼ B .
Hence, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Given a FS A and a synchronization-free non-flat system S, checking whether [[S]] ≼ A is Exptime-hard, even if
the components of S are assumed to be deterministic and their alphabets are assumed to be pairwise disjoint.
Description of the construction of Theorem 4. First, we informally illustrate the construction of the synchronization-free
NFS SSF and nondeterministic FSB of Theorem 4 in terms of the simulation game over ([[SSF ]],B). Essentially, a step of the
TM machineM is emulated by six rounds of the game: the first two rounds emulate the (existential or universal) choice
of the next TM configuration, while the last four rounds emulate the updating of the TM configuration. Differently from
the construction given in the previous subsection, here, the implementation, which is a synchronization-free NFS, cannot
ensure a faithful emulation of the evolution of the TMmachineM over α. This means that in the simulation game, Attacker
can perform deviating moves (corresponding to local transitions of SSF -components) which do not emulate the dynamics
ofM. We capture these deviations by making Attacker lose: whenever Attacker performs a deviating move, then Defender
deterministically replieswith amatchingmove (corresponding to someB-transition) leading to a safeposition, i.e. a position
of the game which is winning for Defender.
The synchronization-freeNFS SSF consists of components Cell1, . . . , Celln, Controlwhich have pairwise disjoint alphabets
of actions. In particular, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the alphabet of Cellj is {w, r} × {j} × A, while the alphabet of Control is
Act \ ({w, r} × {1, . . . ,n} × A). Intuitively, component Cellj keeps track by its finite control of the content of the jth cell of
the current TM configuration C . The remaining information (i.e., the pair state/tape head position) about C is available in the
current state of Control, which additionally keeps track of the content of the cell being scanned in C . More precisely, a TM
configuration C is encoded by a (global) state of SSF , denoted by s(f , C) (called the f -state associated with C), of the form
s(f , C) = ⟨a1, . . . , an, (f , (i, q(C), ai))⟩
where f ∈ {main, choice, (w, L), (w, R), (r, L), (r, R)}, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, aj (the current state of Cellj) is the content of the jth
cell in C , and i (in the current state (f , (i, q(C), ai)) of Control) is the tape head position in C . The FSB has a special sink state,6
fromwhich each action in Act can be generated. A sink position of the simulation game is a position in whichB is in the sink
state. Note that a sink position is winning for Defender. The initial state of SSF is s(main, Cα), and the initial state ofB is the
main B-state (main, Type(Cα), 1).7 Hence, the initial position of the simulation game is (s(main, Cα), (main, Type(Cα), 1)).
Assume now that for some good TM configuration C , b ∈ {0, 1}, and type ∈ {∃,∀} such that type = Type(C) if C is non-
terminal, the game is in themain position pmain = (s(main, C), (main, type, b)). Then, the construction ensures that position
pmain is winning for Defender if and only if b = Val(C). This is implemented as follows. We distinguish two cases:
C is terminal: the unique non-deviatingmove ofAttacker frommain position pmain = (s(main, C), (main, type, b)) generates
the action Val(q(C)), while each deviatingmove generates some action in {w, r}×{1, . . . ,n}×A. Thus, if Attacker performs
a deviating move, then Defender deterministically replies with a matching move which leads to a sink position (which is
winning for Defender). If instead, Attacker performs the non-deviatingmove, thenDefender can replywith amatchingmove
iff b = Val(q(C)). The matching move of Defender leads to a sink position. Hence, position pmain is winning for Defender iff
b = Val(C) (since C is terminal, Val(C) = Val(q(C))).
C is non-terminal: as anticipated above, a step of the TM machine from the good non-terminal TM configuration C is
emulated in six rounds. Let CL = succL(C) and CR = succR(C). Since C is non-terminal, by hypothesis, type = Type(C).
Rounds 1–2 (emulation of the TM choice from position pmain = (s(main, C), (main, Type(C), b))): the unique non-deviating
move of Attacker from pmain generates the special action #, while each deviating move generates some action in {w, r} ×
{1, . . . ,n} × A. Thus, if Attacker performs a deviating move, then Defender deterministically replies with a matching move
which leads to a sink position (which is winning for Defender). Assume now that Attacker performs the non-deviatingmove.
Then, Defender nondeterministically replies by choosing a pair (bL, bR) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b and performing the associated
6 i.e., a state s such that each transition from s leads to s itself.
7 Recall that Cα is non-terminal.
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matching move.8 Intuitively, bL (resp., bR) represents the guessed Boolean value of CL (resp., CR), and there is a correct guess
iff b is the Boolean value of C (i.e., b = Val(C)). The resulting game position is pchoice = (s(choice, C), (dual(Type(C)), bL, bR)).
Fromposition pchoice, there are two non-deviatingmoves for Attacker (which intuitively emulate the two TMpossible choices
from configuration C): one generates the action L and the other one generates the action R. Defender deterministically replies
to Attacker’s move, and the resulting position is pw,dir = (s((w, dir), C), (w, dual(Type(C)), bdir)) if Attacker has performed
the dir-non-deviating move for some dir ∈ {L, R}, and a sink position (which is winning for Defender) otherwise.
The last four rounds emulate the updating of the TM configuration (from C to Cdir ). Let us consider the state
((w, dir), (i, q(C), ai)) of Control in the current game position pw,dir . Let δdir(q(C), ai) = (qdir , adir , θdir) and j = i + θdir .
Note that j is the tape head position in Cdir . Thus, in order to complete the step of the TMmachine, the state of Celli has to be
updated to adir , and the state of Control has to be updated to (main, (j, qdir , aj)). Then, the behavior of the game is as follows.
Rounds 3–4 (Updating of the tape content from pw,dir = (s((w, dir), C), (w, dual(Type(C)), bdir))). The unique non-
deviating move of Attacker is a Control-transition which generates the action (w, i, adir), while each deviating move is not a
Control-transition and generates some action in {w, r}×{1, . . . ,n}×A. Then, Defender deterministically replies to Attacker’s
move, and the resulting game position is pr,dir = (s((r, dir), C), (w, i, adir , dual(Type(C)), bdir)) if Attacker has performed
the non-deviating move, and a sink position (which is winning for Defender) otherwise. From position pr,dir , the unique
non-deviating move is a write-Celli-transition which generates (w,i, adir) (binding the non-deviating action (w, i, adir)
generated in the previous round), while each deviating move generates an action distinct from (w,i, adir). Then, Defender
deterministically replies to Attacker’s move, and the new position is p′r,dir = (s′((r, dir), C), (r, dual(Type(C)), bdir)) if
Attacker has performed the non-deviating move (s′((r, dir), C) is obtained from s((r, dir), C) by updating the state of Celli
to adir ), and a sink position (which is winning for Defender) otherwise.9
Rounds 5–6 (Updating of the TM control-unit from p′r,dir = (s′((r, dir), C), (r, dual(Type(C)), bdir))): in order to complete
the step of the TM machine, the current state ((r, dir), (i, q(c), ai)) of Control in s′((r, dir), C) has to be updated to
(main, (j, qdir , aj)). While j and qdir are computable by Control, aj is available in the current state of Cellj. Thus, for each
c ∈ A, there is a move of Attacker which is a Control-transition and generates the action (r, j, c). The unique non-deviating
move is that associated with the action (r, j, aj). There are two cases:
• Attacker performs a deviating move. Assume that the deviating move is a Control-transition (the other case being
simpler). Hence, the generated action is (r, j, c) for some c ∈ A \ {aj}. Then, Defender deterministically replies with
a matching move, and the resulting game position is of the form pdev = (sdev, (r, j, c, dual(Type(C)), bdir)). Now, the
crucial point is that in the next round, Attacker can only performmoves which generate actions distinct from the unique
action (r,j, c) binding (r, j, c) (c ≠ aj and there is no transition in Cellj from the current local state aj which generates
(r,j, c)). Thus, any move performed by Attacker from position pdev is deviating, and Defender deterministically replies
with a matching move which leads to a safe sink position. Hence, Defender wins.
• Attacker performs the non-deviating move. Then, Defender deterministically replies to Attacker’s move, and the new
position is p = (s(main, Cdir), (r, j, aj, dual(Type(C)), bdir)). From position p, the unique Attacker’s non-deviating move
is a read-Cellj-transition which generates the action (r,j, aj) (binding the non-deviating action (r, j, aj) generated in the
previous round). Defender deterministically replies to the Attacker move, and the new position is the main position
pmain,dir = (s(main, Cdir), (main, dual(Type(C)), bdir)) if Attacker has performed the non-deviating move, and a sink
position (which is winning for Defender) otherwise.
By the above description, if C is non-terminal, then for any strategy St of Defender from the main position pmain =
(s(main, C), (main, Type(C), b)), there are bL, bR ∈ {0, 1} such that: (1) (bL, bR) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b, and (2) the position
reached at the end of the sixth round along a play from pmain consistent with strategy St is either a sink position, or the
main position pmain,dir = (s(main, Cdir), (main, dual(Type(C)), bdir)) for some dir ∈ {L, R}. By Remark 2(3), dual(Type(C))
= Type(Cdir) if Cdir is non-terminal. Therefore, by Remark 2(1), we can assume (induction hypothesis) that position pmain,dir is
winning for Defender iff bdir = Val(Cdir). Hence, Defender has a winning strategy from position pmain iff (Val(CL), Val(CR)) ∈
ChoicesType(C),b iff b = Val(C).
Formal definition of SSF andB. The SSF -components are formally defined below.
Cellj = ⟨{w, r} × {j} × A, A, α(j),∆j⟩, where∆j consists of the following transitions:
• a (r,j,a)−−−→ a and a (w,j,c)−−−→ c for all a, c ∈ A.
Control = ⟨Act \ ({w, r} × {1, . . . ,n} × A), P, p0,∆⟩ is defined as follows. The set of states is P = {main, choice,
(w, L), (w, R), (r, L), (r, R)} × ({1, . . . , n} × Q × A) ∪ {pf } and p0 = (main, (1, q0, α(1))). The transition relation ∆ is
defined as follows (note that state pf has no outgoing transitions).
8 This is the unique round in which the behavior of Defender is nondeterministic.
9 Note that since theB-state in pr,dir keeps track of the pair (w, i, adir ), Defender can check if the Attacker’s move is deviating or not.
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1. Transitions from main states (main, (i, q, a)):
• q /∈ {qacc, qrej}: (main, (i, q, a)) #−→ (choice, (i, q, a))
• q ∈ {qacc, qrej}: (main, (i, q, a)) Val(q)−−−→ pf .
2. Transitions from choice states (choice, (i, q, a)):
• (choice, (i, q, a)) L−→ ((w, L), (i, q, a)) and (choice, (i, q, a)) R−→ ((w, R), (i, q, a)).
3. Transitions to generate the next TM configuration from states ((m, dir), (i, q, a)) such that q /∈ {qacc, qrej}, δdir(q, a) =
(qdir , adir , θdir), and 1 ≤ i+ θdir ≤ n:
• m = w: ((w, dir), (i, q, a)) (w,i,adir )−−−−→ ((r, dir), (i, q, a))
• m = r: ((r, dir), (i, q, a)) (r,i+θdir ,c)−−−−−−→ (main, (i+ θdir , qdir , c)) for all c ∈ A.
By construction, we easily obtain the following, where a step word is a word over Act of length 4 of the form
(w, i, a), (w,i, a), (r, j, a′), (r,j, a′) for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and a, a′ ∈ A.
Lemma 3. Let C be a good TM configuration. Then, [[SSF ]] satisfies the following:
1. C is terminal: there is no [[SSF ]]-transition from s(main, C) labeled by#, and there is a unique [[SSF ]]-transition from s(main, C)
labeled by some action b ∈ {0, 1}. Moreover, b = Val(C).
2. C is non-terminal: there is no [[SSF ]]-transition from s(main, C) labeled by some action b ∈ {0, 1}, and there is a unique
[[SSF ]]-transition from s(main, C) labeled by #, and this transition leads to s(choice, C). Moreover, for each dir ∈ {L, R}, there
is a unique [[SSF ]]-transition from s(choice, C) labeled by dir, and this transition leads to s((w, dir), C). Furthermore, there is
a unique path in [[SSF ]] from s((w, dir), C) which is labeled by a step word, and this path leads to s(main, succdir(C)).
The nondeterministic FSB = ⟨Act, PB, (main, Type(Cα), 1),∆B⟩ is defined as follows: PB is
{sink} ∪ [({main, w, r} ∪ {w, r} × {1, . . . , n} × A)× {∃,∀} × {0, 1}] ∪ [{∃,∀} × {0, 1} × {0, 1}]
and∆B consists of the following transitions for all type ∈ {∃,∀} and b, bL, bR ∈ {0, 1}.
• sink act−→ sink for all act ∈ Act;
• (main, type, b) #−→ (dual(type), bL, bR) if (bL, bR) ∈ Choicestype,b;
• (main, type, b) b−→ sink and (main, type, b) dev−→ sink for all dev ∈ Act \ {#, 0, 1};
• (type, bL, bR) dir−→ (w, type, bdir) for all dir ∈ {L, R};
• (type, bL, bR) dev−→ sink for all dev ∈ Act \ {L, R};
• (m, type, b) (m,i,a)−−−→ (m, i, a, type, b) for all (m, i, a) ∈ {w, r} × {1, . . . , n} × A;
• (m, type, b) dev−→ sink for allm ∈ {w, r} and dev ∈ Act \ ({m} × {1, . . . , n} × A);
• (w, i, a, type, b) (w,i,a)−−−→ (r, type, b) for all (i, a) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × A;
• (r, i, a, type, b) (r,i,a)−−−→ (main, type, b) for all (i, a) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × A;
• (m, i, a, type, b) dev−→ sink for all (m, i, a) ∈ {w, r} × {1, . . . , n} × A and dev ≠ (m,i, a).
By construction, we easily obtain the following result.
Lemma 4. Let (type, b) ∈ {∃,∀} × {0, 1}. Then, the nondeterministic FSB satisfies the following.
(1) For each (bL, bR) ∈ Choicestype,b, there is a transition from the main state (main, type, b) labeled by # and leading to the state
(dual(type), bL, bR). All the other transitions from (main, type, b) are labeled by actions in Act \ {#, 1 − b} and lead to the
sink-state, and for each dev ∈ Act \ {#, 1− b}, there is exactly one transition labeled by dev.
(2) For each state of the form (type, bL, bR) and act ∈ Act, there is exactly one transition from (type, bL, bR) labeled by act.
Moreover, this transition leads to state (w, type, bdir) if act = dir for some dir ∈ {L, R}, and to the sink-state otherwise.
(3) For each word u over Act of length 4, there is exactly one path from state (w, type, b) labeled by u. This path leads to state
(main, type, b) if u is a step word, and to the sink-state otherwise.
Correctness of the construction. Note that SSF and B can be built in logarithmic space in the sizes ofM and α, and the
SSF -components are deterministic and with pairwise disjoint alphabets of actions. SinceM accepts α iff Val(Cα) = 1, the
initial state of [[SSF ]] is s(main, Cα) and the initial state of B is (main, Type(Cα), 1), Theorem 4 directly follows from the
following lemma.
Lemma 5 (Correctness). Let C be a good TM configuration, b ∈ {0, 1}, and type ∈ {∃,∀} such that type = Type(C) if C is
non-terminal. Then, the main position pC,b = (s(main, C), (main, type, b)) in the simulation game over ([[SSF ]],B) is winning
for Defender if and only if b = Val(C).
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Proof. Note that a game position in which B is in the sink state is winning for Defender. If the good TM configuration C is
terminal, then the result easily follows from Property 1 of Lemma 3 and Property 1 of Lemma 4. Now, assume that C is non-
terminal. By hypothesis, type = Type(C). Let CL = succL(C) and CR = succR(C). By (the first part of) Property 2 of Lemma 3
and Properties 1 and 2 of Lemma4, it easily follows that position pC,b = (s(main, C), (main, type, b)) is winning for Defender
iff there is (bL, bR) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b such that the game positions given by pL = (s((w, L), C), (w, dual(Type(C)), bL)) and
pR = (s((w, R), C), (w, dual(Type(C)), bR)) are both winning for Defender. Fix dir ∈ {L, R}. By Property 2 of Lemma 3
and Property 3 of Lemma 4, it follows that position pdir is winning for Defender iff the main position given by pCdir ,bdir =
(s(main, Cdir), (main, dual(Type(C)), bdir)) iswinning for Defender. By Remark 2(3), dual(Type(C)) = Type(Cdir) if Cdir is non-
terminal. Thus, by Remark 2(1), we can assume (induction hypothesis) that the result holds for the main position pCdir ,bdir .
It follows that the main position pC,b is winning for Defender iff (Val(CL), Val(CR)) ∈ ChoicesType(C),b iff b = Val(C), which
concludes the proof. 
4. Additional hardness results
We show that the deterministic versions of Problems 1 and 2 are Pspace-hard by polynomial-time reductions from the
word problem for linearly-bounded deterministic TuringMachines. The proposed constructions can be seen as a simplification
of those illustrated in the previous section, and details can be found in Appendix A.1.
Theorem 5. The deterministic versions of Problems 1 and 2 are Pspace-hard. Moreover, for Problem 1, Pspace-hardness holds
even if the specification is assumed to be fixed, and for Problem 2, Pspace-hardness holds even if the components of the
synchronization-free non-flat system are assumed to be deterministic and with pairwise disjoint alphabets.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 6. For any relationE on LTS lying between trace containment and bisimulation equivalence, checkingwhether [[S]]EA
for a given synchronousNFS S and a FSA is Pspace-hard, even if the flat system is assumed to be fixed and deterministic and the
S-components are assumed to be deterministic.
Theorem 6 is proved by a logspace reduction from the acceptance problem for non-halting linearly-bounded deterministic
Turing Machines (TM). Fix such a TMM = ⟨A,Q , q0, δ, {qacc}⟩, where A, Q , q0, qacc are as for alternating Turing Machines,
and δ : Q × A → (Q × A × {+1,−1}) is the transition function, where +1 (resp., −1) denotes a right (resp., left) tape
head move. Fix an input α ∈ A∗ such that |α| > 1 and let n = |α|. SinceM is linearly bounded, we can assume that a TM
configuration (ofM over α) is a word C = β1 · (a, q) · β2 ∈ A∗ · (A × Q ) · A∗ of length exactly n. The initial configuration
Cα is (α(1), q0), α(2), . . . , α(n).M accepts α iff the unique (infinite) computation ofM over α (i.e., starting from Cα) visits
some accepting configuration C (i.e., q(C) = qacc). For each TM configuration C reachable from Cα , we denote by succ(C) the
unique successor of C .
Remark 3. We can assume that the alphabet A ofM has size 2.
Preliminary step: encoding of acceptance. Let Act = A ∪ {♭}, where ♭ is a special action. We denote by Tval the unique
deterministic A-labeled tree such that Tr(Tval) = Aω . For each TM configuration C , let act(C) ∈ A be the content of the cell
being scanned in C . The special path of Tval is the unique maximal path π = x0, x1, . . . from the root whose sequence of
labels is act(C1), act(C2), . . . such that C0, C1, C2, . . . (where C0 = Cα) is the computation ofM over α. For each node xi of
π , we write C(xi) to denote the TM configuration Ci (i.e., the ith TM configuration along the computation ofM over α).
Definition 2 (Emulation Tree). The deterministic Act-labeled emulation tree Tem is defined as follows. Let π = x0, x1, . . . be
the special path of Tval. Then, Tem is obtained from Tval by adding for each node xi along π such that C(xi) is accepting, a new
edge labeled by the special action ♭ from xi to a new leaf node.
Remark 4. ifM does not accept α, then Tem = Tval. Otherwise, Tr(Tem) ⊈ Tr(Tval).
Remark 5. Let A be the deterministic FS over A consisting of a unique state q such that for each a ∈ A, there is a unique
transition labeled by a. Evidently, Unw(A, q) = Tval. Moreover, by Remark 3,A has just two transitions.
Theorem 6 directly follows from Remarks 4 and 5, and the following lemma, which is proved in the subsection below.
Lemma 6. One can construct in logarithmic space (in the sizes ofM and α) a synchronousNFS Sem over Act (whose components
are deterministic) such that the unwinding of [[Sem]] from its initial state is Tem.
4.1. Proof of Lemma 6
The synchronous non-flat system Sem satisfying the statement of Lemma 6 is given by
Sem = ⟨Cell1, . . . , Celln⟩
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where theSem-components have the samealphabet of actions givenbyAct = A∪{♭}. This implies that each action aofSem can
be generated only if each component can perform a local transition labeled by a (maximal synchronization). Intuitively, for
each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, component Cellk keeps track in its current state of the content of the kth cell of the current TM configuration.
Moreover, the remaining information (i.e., the pair state/tape head position) about the current configuration is available in
the current state of each Sem-component. More precisely, a TM configuration C is encoded by the (global) state of Sem,
denoted by s(C), given by
s(C) = ⟨((1, a1)(i, q(C), ai)), . . . , ((n, an)(i, q(C), ai))⟩
where i is the position of the cell being scanned in C , and for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, ak is the content of the kth cell in C .
A global state of the form s(C) is called good, and during an execution of Sem (from the initial state s(Cα)), Sem is in a
good state s(C), for some reachable TM configuration C , unless: either (1) in the last step, the special action ♭ has been
generated from a good state associated with an accepting TM configuration (in this case, Sem moves to a terminal state),
or (2) one of the Sem-components, say Cellk, happened to have performed some deviating A-labeled local transition which
does not emulate the dynamic ofM. In the last case, we capture the deviation as follows: the deviating component Cellk
moves to the local bad state bad, which is a sink local state10; from such a local state, only actions in A can be generated.
In more detail, the behavior of Sem is as follows. Initially, Sem is in the good state s(Cα). Now, assume that Sem is in a
good state s(C) = ⟨((1, a1)(i, q(C), ai)), . . . , ((n, an)(i, q(C), ai))⟩ for some reachable TM configuration C , where for each
1 ≤ k ≤ n, ((k, ak), (i, q(C), ai)) is the current control state of component Cellk. Let δ(q(C), ai) = (qnext , anext , θnext). The
value j = i + θnext represents the position of the cell being scanned in the next configuration succ(C); note that j is easily
computable from the current local state of each Sem-component. In order however to complete the step of the TMmachine
and to reach the good state s(succ(C)), the value of aj (representing the content of the cell being scanned in succ(C)) must
be provided as (maximal) synchronization action. Therefore, we let aj be the action generated by the unique non-deviating
(global) A-labeled transition of Sem from the good state s(C). The above behavior is implemented as follows. Let b be an
action in Act and let us consider component Cellk (1 ≤ k ≤ n). If k /∈ {i, j}, then the kth tape cell is unchanged by the step of
the TM machine, hence the unique local transition of Cellk from the current local state ((k, ak), (i, q(C), ai)) and generating
b leads to the local state ((k, ak), (j, qnext , b)). If k = i, the kth tape cell is overwritten, hence on generating the action b,
Cellk moves to the local state ((k, anext), (j, qnext , b)). Finally, if k = j, then there are two cases. If b = ak, then after having
generated ak, Cellk moves to the local state ((k, ak), (k, qnext , ak)), which updates the data for the next configuration succ(C).
Otherwise, the unique local transition generating b (≠ ak) leads to the local bad state bad. Furthermore, if C is accepting
(and only in this case), then Sem can generate from the current state s(C) the special action ♭ by deterministically moving
to a terminal state. Note that this can be easily implemented as follows: from the local state ((k, ak), (i, q(C), ai)), there is
a transition labeled by ♭ iff q(C) = qacc ; moreover, if ♭ is generated, then Cellk deterministically moves to a local terminal
state.
The Sem-components are formally defined as follows, where [n] = {1, . . . , n}. For each k ∈ [n],
Cellk = ⟨Act, [({k} × A)× ([n] × Q × A)] ∪ {bad, pfin}, p0k,∆k⟩
where pfin is a state with no outgoing transition, the initial state p0k is ((k, α(k)), (1, q0, α(1))), and ∆k consists of the
following transitions:
• ((k, ak), (i, q, ai)) ∈ ({k} × A)× ([n] × Q × A), δ(q, ai) = (qnext , anext , θnext), and i+ θnext ∈ [n]:
((k, ak), (i, q, ai))
♭−→ pfin if q = qacc
case k /∈ {i, i+ θnext}: ((k, ak), (i, q, ai)) b−→ ((k, ak), (i+ θnext , qnext , b)) for each b ∈ A
case k = i: ((i, ai), (i, q, ai)) b−→ ((i, anext), (i+ θnext , qnext , b)) for each b ∈ A
case k = i+ θnext : ((k, ak), (i, q, ai)) ak−→ ((k, ak), (i+ θnext , qnext , ak))
((k, ak), (i, q, ai))
b−→ bad for each b ∈ A \ {ak}
• bad a−→ bad for each a ∈ A.
Now, we prove that the construction is correct. A (global) bad state of Sem is a state in which at least one component is in
the bad local state bad. By construction, the following results follow.
Lemma 7 (Bad States). Let sbad be a (global) bad state. Then, the following holds:
• For each a ∈ A, there is a unique (global) transition from sbad labeled by a. Moreover, this transition leads to a bad state.
• There is no (global) transition from sbad labeled by ♭.
Lemma 8 (Good States). Let C be a TM configuration reachable from the initial configuration Cα , and agood be the content of the
cell being scanned in succ(C). Then, the following holds:
10 i.e., each local transition from bad leads to bad
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• There is a unique (global) transition from the good state s(C) labeled by agood. Moreover, this transition leads to the good state
s(succ(C)).
• For each b ∈ A \ {agood}, there is a unique (global) transition from the good state s(C) labeled by b. Moreover, this transition
leads to a (global) bad state.
• There is a transition from s(C) labeled by ♭ if and only if C is accepting (i.e., q(C) = qacc). Moreover, if C is accepting, then
there is a unique transition from s(C) labeled by ♭, and this transition leads to a terminal (global) state.
Since the initial state of Sem is s(Cα), by the above two lemmata and definition of the emulation tree Tem (Definition 2), we
obtain the desired result.
Corollary 3 (Correctness). The unwinding of Sem from its initial state is Tem.
Note that the components of Sem are deterministic, and Sem can be constructed in logarithmic space (w.r.t. the sizes of
the TMM and input α). Thus, by the above corollary, Lemma 6 follows.
5. Conclusions
As future research, there is an interesting question left open: the exact complexity of bisimulation checking between a flat
system and a non-flat system. Our contribution (Theorem 6) shows that the problem is Pspace-hard even for synchronous
composition without hiding. Note that the problem is in Exptime. We believe that filling this gap is a very difficult question.
Simple settings are however tractable: Muscholl andWalukiewicz [13] have recently shown that bisimulation checking can
be solved in Nlogspacewhen there is no synchronization and both the flat system and the non-flat system components are
deterministic. It would be interesting to investigate the nondeterministic framework.
Appendix
A.1. Pspace-hardness of the deterministic versions of Problems 1 and 2
We show that the deterministic versions of Problems 1 and 2 are Pspace-hard by polynomial-time reductions from
the acceptance problem for linearly-bounded deterministic Turing Machines (TM). We fix such a TM M = ⟨A,Q ∪
{qacc, qrej}, q0, δ, {qacc}⟩, where A, Q , q0, qacc, and qrej are as for alternating Turing Machines, and δ : Q × A → ((Q ∪
{qacc, qrej})× A× {+1,−1}). Fix an input α ∈ A∗ such that |α| > 1 and let n = α. SinceM is linearly bounded, w.l.o.g. we
can assume that a TM configuration (ofM over α) is a word C = β1 · (a, q) · β2 ∈ A∗ · (A× Q ) · A∗ of length exactly n. The
initial configuration Cα is given by (α(1), q0), α(2), . . . , α(n). A TM configuration is good if it is reachable from the initial
configuration Cα . Let C be a good TM configuration. If C is not terminal, then succ(C) denotes the unique TM successor of C .
Moreover, define Val(C) = 1 if the computation ofM from C is accepting, and Val(C) = 0 otherwise.
Remark 6. We can make the following assumptions: the alphabet A has cardinality 2 and the computation ofM from Cα is
finite.
Pspace-hardness of thedeterministic versionof Problem1. LetAct = A∪{λ0, λ1, 0, 1} (note that by Remark 6,A consists of
six symbols) and let us consider the strongly timed-deterministic TA Tem defined in Section 3.1. It is a trivial task to slightly
modify the construction of Tem in such a way to obtain the following result which corresponds to a simplified variant of
Lemma 1.
Lemma 9. One can construct in logarithmic space (in the sizes ofM and α) a strongly timed-deterministic TA T ′em over Act such
that for each good TM configuration C, there is a T ′em-state s(main, C) which satisfies the following: s(main, C) is the initial state
of T ′em if C = Cα , and
(1) C is terminal: there is a unique [[T ′em]]abs-transition from s(main, C). Moreover, this transition is labeled by Val(C) and leads
to a state with no successors.
(2) C is non-terminal: there is a unique path π in [[T ′em]]abs from s(main, C) of length 3n, and each path from s(main, C) of
length less or equal to 3n is a prefix of π . Moreover, the path π is labeled by actions in A ∪ {λ0, λ1} and leads to state
s(main, succdir(C)).
LetD be the deterministic FS over Act \ {0} consisting of a unique state p such that for each act ∈ Act \ {0}, there is a
transition labeled by act . Note that D depends only on the set of actions Act . Let T ′em be the strongly timed-deterministic
TA of Lemma 9 and C be a good TM configuration. By Lemma 9 and Remark 6, it follows that Unw([[T ′em]]abs, s(main, C)) ≼
Unw(D, p) iff Val(C) = 1. Since the initial state of T ′em is s(main, Cα), andM accepts α iff Val(Cα) = 1, by Lemma 9 we
obtain the following result.
Theorem 7. Given a TA T and a deterministic FSD , checking whether [[Tem]]abs ≼ D is Pspace-hard, even ifD is assumed to
be fixed and the TA T is assumed to be strongly timed-deterministic.
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Pspace-hardness of the deterministic version of Problem 2.
Let Act = ({w, r}×{1,1, . . . , n,n}×A)∪{0, 1}. Let us consider the synchronization-freeNFS SSF and the nondeterministic
FS B defined in Section 3.2. It is an easy task to slightly modify the constructions of SSF and B in such a way to obtain the
following two results (corresponding to simplified variants of Lemmata 3 and 4 respectively). Recall from Section 3.2 that
a step word is a word over Act of length 4 of the form (w, i, a), (w,i, a), (r, j, a′), (r,j, a′) for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
a, a′ ∈ A.
Lemma 10. One can construct in logarithmic space (in the sizes ofM and α) a synchronization-freeNFS S′SF (whose components
are deterministic and with pairwise disjoint alphabets of actions) over Act such that for each good TM configuration C, there is a
S′SF -state s(main, C) which satisfies the following: s(main, C) is the initial state of S
′
SF if C = Cα , and
(1) C is terminal: there is a unique [[SSF ]]-transition from s(main, C) which is labeled by some action b ∈ {0, 1}. Moreover,
b = Val(C), and there is no path in [[SSF ]] from s(main, C) which is labeled by a step word.
(2) C is non-terminal: there is a unique path in [[SSF ]] from s(main, C) which is labeled by a step word, and this path leads to
s(main, succdir(C)). Moreover, each [[SSF ]]-transition from s(main, C) is labeled by some action in Act \ {0, 1}.
Lemma 11. One can construct in logarithmic space (in the sizes ofM and α) a deterministic FSD over Act such thatD has a
sink state psink from which each action in Act can be generated and the following holds, where p0 is the initial state ofD:
• there is no transition from p0 labeled by 0;
• for each word u over Act of length 4 s.t. u(1) ≠ 0, there is exactly one path from the initial state p0 labeled by u. This path
leads to p0 if u is a step word, and to the state psink otherwise.
Let S′SF andD be as in Lemmata 10 and 11 respectively, and C be a good TM configuration. By Lemmata 10 and 11 and
Remark 6, it easily follows that Unw([[S′SF ]]abs, s(main, C)) ≼ Unw(D, p0) iff Val(C) = 1. Since the initial state of S′SF is
s(main, Cα), andM accepts α iff Val(Cα) = 1, by Lemmata 10 and 11 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 8. Given a deterministic FSD and a synchronization-free non-flat system S, checkingwhether S ≼ D is Pspace-hard,
even if the components of S are assumed to be deterministic and their alphabets are assumed to be pairwise disjoint.
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